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Abstract
We study cosmological perturbations in mimetic gravity in the presence of classified
higher derivative terms which can make the mimetic perturbations stable. We show that
the quadratic higher derivative terms which are independent of curvature and the cubic
higher derivative terms which come from curvature corrections are sufficient to remove
instabilities in mimetic perturbations. The classified higher derivative terms have the
same dimensions but they contribute differently in the background and perturbed equa-
tions. Therefore, we can control both the background and the perturbation equations
allowing us to construct the higher derivative extension of mimetic dark matter and the
mimetic nonsingular bouncing scenarios. The latter can be thought as a new higher
derivative effective action for the loop quantum cosmology scenario in which the equa-
tions of motion coincide with those suggested by loop quantum cosmology. We inves-
tigate a possible connection between the mimetic cosmology and the Randall-Sundrum
cosmology.
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1 Introduction
General relativity has been experimentally confirmed on distances at the order of the solar
system, but it may be modified on cosmological scales. For instance, the late time comic
acceleration and the observed galaxy rotation curves may not be explained by general rela-
tivity coupled to the known matters which lead to the so-called dark energy and dark matter
problems. These problems may be addressed partially in the context of scalar-tensor theories
in which one couples a scalar field to gravity. The nature of the scalar field in these models
is however a matter of question.
Recently a new scalar-tensor model, known as the mimetic gravity, has been suggested in
[1] in which the scalar field plays the role of dark matter. The idea is to consider a metric
transformation1 gµν = −(g˜αβ∂αφ∂βφ)g˜µν in which gµν is the “physical” metric which is related
to an auxiliary metric g˜µν via the scalar field φ. This transformation separates the conformal
degree of freedom of gravitational field in a covariant manner [2]. The new degree of freedom
φ makes the longitudinal mode of gravity dynamical even in the absence of conventional
standard matter fields [1]. The above transformation in mimetic scenario can also be seen as
a particular limit of disformal transformations [3]. More precisely, the number of degrees of
freedom remains unchanged under a general invertible disformal transformation [4, 5, 6, 7].
But, the mimetic scenario can be realized from the singular (non-invertible) limit of the
disformal transformation and therefore a new degree of freedom φ arises in this setup [5, 4, 8].
Moreover, it is shown that the mimetic scenario can also be interpreted as an infrared limit
of Horava-Lifshitz gravity [9]. For recent developments and other studies in mimetic gravity
see [10].
The action of mimetic gravity can be written in term of physical metric gµν and the scalar
field as2 [11]
S =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
1
2
R + λ(X + 1)
]
, (1)
in which X is defined as
X = gµν∂µφ∂νφ , (2)
and the auxiliary field λ enforces the mimetic constraint
X = −1 . (3)
The new degree of freedom φ provides the scalar mode which is present even in the absence
of ordinary matter source. Interestingly, it mimics the roles of dark matter in cosmological
background and this is the reason for which the scenario is called mimetic dark matter.
At the level of perturbations, the model is free from instabilities [12] but the sound speed
1We use the metric signature convention (−,+,+,+).
2We work in natural unit in which M
Pl
= 1 where M
Pl
is the reduced Planck mass.
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of perturbations turns out to be zero. Therefore, a higher derivative term proportional to
(φ)2 is added to the action (1) which generates a nonzero and constant sound speed for
the perturbations [13]. Even in the presence of the higher derivative term (φ)2 the mimetic
model still describes a dark matter dominated universe [14], but this model suffers from the
ghost and the gradient instabilities [9, 15].
On the other hand, in recent papers [16, 17], the setup (1) is modified such that the
quadratic higher derivative term (φ)2 was replaced with a general higher derivative function
f(φ) as follows
S =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
1
2
R + λ (X + 1) + f(φ)
]
. (4)
In an FRW background
ds2 = −dt2 + a(t)2dx2 , (5)
the mimetic constraint equation (3) gives
φ˙ = 1 , φ = t , (6)
and the background field equations from the action (4) is obtained to be
3H2 = −2λ¯− (f + 3Hfχ + 3H˙fχχ) , (7)
and
2H˙ + 3H2 = −(f + 3Hfχ − 3H˙fχχ) , (8)
in which H = a˙(t)/a(t) is the Hubble expansion rate, λ¯ denotes the background value of λ
and fχ denotes a derivative with respect to χ ≡ φ and so on.
It was shown in [16, 17] that the curvature takes a maximum value for the special form
of function f(χ) (see Eq. (50) below) and the cosmological big bang singularity and the sin-
gularity of Schwarzschild black hole can be resolved in this framework. Also, the background
cosmological equations in this model coincide with the bouncing equations suggested by loop
quantum cosmology [18, 19]. This coincidence is important since the modified Friedmann
equations in loop quantum cosmology scenario are not deduced from a covariant action but
they are obtained at the semiclassical regime of the quantized loop scenario [20, 21, 22]. How-
ever, it is shown that these equations can be achieved by adding some higher derivative terms
to the action of standard classical general relativity [23, 24, 25, 26, 27]. In this respect the
mimetic scenario suggests a higher derivative scalar tensor model for the effective Friedmann
equations of loop quantum cosmology [18, 19].
The action (4) thus describes both the mimetic dark matter [1, 13] and mimetic nonsingular
model [17, 16] for different functional forms of f(φ). Apart from these interesting features,
the scenario still suffers from ghost and gradient instabilities [28]. However, using the effective
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field theory methods, it is found that considering a coupling between the second derivative of
φ and the Ricci scalar and Ricci tensor would make the mimetic setup stable and a healthy
extension of mimetic dark matter is then suggested in [29] (see also Refs. [30, 31] in which
bouncing solutions in the context of effective field theory are studied). On the other hand,
covariant stable extension of the mimetic model (1) is suggested in which the higher derivative
terms f(φ)R, (φ)2 and ∇µ∇νφ∇µ∇νφ are considered [32]. Although adding these terms
to the action (1) can make the setup stable, but the background equations no longer describe
a dark matter-like fluid. In the same manner, one can add the curvature dependent higher
derivative terms like f(φ)R to the action of nonsingular mimetic bouncing model (4) in
order to remove the instabilities. But, again the background equations will differ from (7)
and (8) and it is not clear how the singularity can be removed in the resultant model. In this
paper, we work with the classified higher derivative terms like (φ)2 and ∇µ∇νφ∇µ∇νφ (or
φR and ∇µ∇νφRµν) which have the same dimensions. The advantage of working with these
classified terms is that they appear in different combinations in the background and perturbed
equations. This allow us to control both the background and the perturbed equations by
appropriately choosing the coefficients of the higher derivative terms. In comparison with
Ref. [29] where the authors find healthy mimetic dark matter through the effective field
theory methods, we can find covariant action for the mimetic dark matter and also mimetic
bouncing scenario. Moreover, we allow all the possible higher derivative terms including
Riemann tensor, in addition to Ricci scalar and Ricci tensor which were considered in Ref.
[29] in the context of effective field theory.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In the next section, we introduce a simple healthy
mimetic model by means of curvature independent quadratic higher derivative terms and
curvature dependent cubic higher derivative terms. In section 3, we introduce new mimetic
model by adding quintic curvature dependent higher derivative terms to the action. Using this
model, in section 4 we construct new mimetic dark matter and mimetic bouncing scenarios.
We also comment on the possible connection between mimetic scenario and Randall-Sundrum
cosmology. The last section is devoted to summaries and conclusions. Some messy formula
and details of calculations are shown in appendix A. In appendix B, we explain why in section
3 we have not considered the simple cases of cubic and quartic curvature dependent terms
instead of the quintic terms.
2 The stable higher order mimetic gravity
In this section, we introduce our method in which not only the instabilities in mimetic per-
turbations are removed but also we can have a control on the background equations.
In order to control the background equations, we employ some classified higher derivative
terms. More precisely, we should first find higher derivative terms with the same dimensions
and then add them with different coefficients to the action. They contributes differently in the
background and perturbed equations. This allows us to remove the instabilities in mimetic
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perturbations and at the same time to keep the background equations as in Eqs. (7) and (8).
The mimetic scenario is a scalar-tensor theory and, fortunately, the classification of higher
derivative terms was previously done in the context of higher derivative scalar-tensor theories
such as Horndeski models [33, 34, 35]. Indeed, in the absence of any primary constraint,
the higher derivative terms such as f(φ) would lead to the Ostrogradsky ghost [36, 37] and
therefore in Horndeski theories one fixes the coefficients of the classified higher derivative terms
such that the theory being free of higher derivative ghosts. Indeed, in Horndeski theories,
the equation of motions are second order but the action contains higher derivative terms.
Thus, one can work with the on-shell action in which the equation of motion is imposed and
therefore it does not contain higher derivative terms. However, this is not the only possibility
to avoid Ostrogradsky ghost. Recently, the theories known as beyond Horndeski have been
suggested in which the equation of motions are no longer second order but the theories are
still free of Ostrogradsky ghost [38]. Fixing the coefficients in theories such as Horndeski and
beyond Horndeski is equivalent to imposing some second class constraints to the system under
consideration. This in turn reduces the number of degrees of freedom and therefore prevents
the propagation of Ostrogradsky-like ghosts [39, 40, 41].
In comparison with the Horndeski and beyond Horndeski models, there is an additional
primary constraint in mimetic scenario i.e. the mimetic constraint (3) which allows us to
consider the cubic higher derivative terms like φR and φµνRµν with arbitrary coefficients
as we have considered in (9). Note that these terms only appear with the fixed combination(
Rµν − 12gµνR
)
φµν in Horndeski models. In the same manner, the arbitrary combination of
the quadratic terms (φ)2 and ∇µ∇νφ∇µ∇νφ would generally produce Ostrogradsky ghost
and therefore they always appear with the fixed combination (φ)2−∇µ∇νφ∇µ∇νφ in Horn-
deski scenario [5, 42, 43, 44, 45], while one can consider these terms with general coefficients
in mimetic scenario [32]. Indeed, the mimetic constraint (3) separately makes these terms
free of Ostrogradsky ghosts. Therefore, in higher order mimetic gravity model (9), we have
implemented these classified higher derivative terms with general coefficients. We then fix the
coefficients in such a way that the background equations remain unchanged, i.e. they keep
the forms of (7) and (8). In the next step, we further constrain the coefficients such that the
setup be stable under cosmological perturbations.
2.1 The model
Following the above discussions, we consider the higher derivative extension of the mimetic
model with the action
S =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
1
2
R + λ (X + 1)− V (φ) +
5∑
i=1
(
αiL
(2,0)
i + κiL
(1,2)
i
)]
, (9)
5
in which αi are the coefficients of the five quadratic higher derivative terms L
(2,0)
i which are
independent of curvature, defined as [8]
L
(2,0)
1 = φµνφ
µν , L
(2,0)
2 = (φ)
2 , L
(2,0)
3 = (φ)φ
µφµνφ
ν ,
L
(2,0)
4 = φ
µφµρφ
ρνφν , L
(2,0)
5 = (φ
µφµνφ
ν)2 , (10)
and κi are the coefficients of the five cubic higher derivative terms L
(1,2)
i , constructed from
curvature, given by (see appendix A of Ref. [46] for the details)
L
(1,2)
1 = φ
µν Rµν , L
(1,2)
2 = φR , L
(1,2)
3 = φ
µφµνφ
ν R ,
L
(1,2)
4 = φ φ
µφνRµν , L
(1,2)
5 = φαφ
αβφβ φ
µφνRµν , (11)
where we have used the notations φµ = ∇µφ and φµν = ∇µ∇νφ.
The mimetic constraint equation φµφ
µ = −1 implies the geodesic equation φµφµν = 0 and
therefore some of the higher derivative terms like L
(2,0)
3 , L
(2,0)
5 , L
(1,2)
3 , L
(1,2)
5 will vanish if we
impose the constraint φµφµν = 0 in the on-shell action. Therefore, one may think that these
terms would not contribute to the background and perturbed equations. But, the important
point is that the background and perturbed equations are obtained from the first and second
orders actions respectively. Only after taking the variation we can impose the constraints
φµφ
µ = −1 and φµφµν = 0. This is exactly the same as in the mimetic term λ(φµφµ + 1) in
the action which vanishes if we naively impose the mimetic constraint φµφ
µ = −1 from the
start.
The above classifications are based on the second derivative of φ such that the second
derivative of mimetic field such as φ is classified as the first order term while (φ)2 and
φµνφ
µν are second order and so on (see Refs. [8, 46, 47, 48] for more details). Moreover, we
have used the notation that the first upper index refers to the second derivative of the scalar
field while the second index represents the degree associated with the curvature terms.
The curvature terms such as Ricci scalar R, Ricci tensor Rµν and Riemann tensor Rµνρσ are
considered to be second order in second derivative of the scalar field. This can be understood
if we work in uniform-φ slicing in which the future directed orthonormal vector to the hy-
persurfaces of constant φ is given by nµ = φµ. The normalization condition nµn
µ = −1
is then equivalent to the mimetic constraint (3) and the extrinsic curvature is given by
Kµν = ∇µnν = φµν . Therefore, in this gauge, we can express all terms in (10) and (11)
in terms of purely geometric quantities. For example, the first order terms can be written
as φ = Kµµ = K and φ
µφµνφ
ν = Kµνn
µnν . In the same manner, the second order terms
can also be written as φµν Rµν = K
µν Rµν , φR = K R, and φ φ
µφνRµν = KRµνn
µnν . We
therefore can classify all terms in (10) and (11) just by considering the second derivatives of
the scalar field.
The potential term V (φ) in (9) is required if one would like to construct inflationary sce-
narios but we will show that it does not play any important role in stability analysis of the
mode. The second term in (10) is the well-known term which is added to the mimetic action
(1) in [13] in order to generate a constant sound speed for the cosmological perturbations. Al-
though the other terms in (10) generate nonzero sound speed, the corresponding cosmological
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perturbations suffer from ghost or gradient instabilities. As we have mentioned before, the
terms like f(φ)R could make the setup healthy [29, 32] and therefore we have considered
the cubic curvature dependent terms (11). Naively these terms would generate Ostrogradsky
ghosts in the metric sector of the theory. But, as we will show, the mimetic constraint (3)
prevents the propagation of such ghosts. The cubic terms can also generate dynamical time
dependent sound speed for the cosmological perturbations. One may ask what is the role of
the quadratic terms (10) when the cubic terms generate nonzero sound speed for the pertur-
bations? We will show that we need both of the quadratic terms (10) and cubic curvature
dependent terms (11) in order to have healthy perturbations.
Apart from five cubic curvature dependent terms (11), there are ten additional cubic
curvature independent terms as follows [46]
L
(3,0)
1 = (φ)
3 , L
(3,0)
2 = φ φµνφ
µν , L
(3,0)
3 = φµνφ
ναφµα , L
(3,0)
4 = (φ)
2φµφµνφ
ν ,
L
(3,0)
5 = φ φ
µφµνφ
ναφα , L
(3,0)
6 = φµνφ
µνφαφ
αβφβ , L
(3,0)
7 = φµφ
µνφναφ
αβφβ ,
L
(3,0)
8 = φµφ
µνφναφ
αφβφ
βηφη , L
(3,0)
9 = φ (φ
µφµνφ
ν)2 , L
(3,0)
10 = (φ
µφµνφ
ν)3 . (12)
These terms however are not helpful for our purposes. In Ref. [28] it is shown that the
mimetic setup in the presence of general function f(φ) i.e. action (4), suffers from ghost
and gradient instabilities. Note that the first term in (12) is a special case of f(φ). It is
not difficult to show that the other terms in (12) also behave like this term and therefore the
cubic curvature independent terms in (12) cannot remove instabilities in mimetic setup. We
therefore neglect these terms throughout this paper.
Moreover, we point out that we could also consider a non minimal coupling term f(φ,X)R.
The mimetic constraint then implies that this coupling effectively is of the form of g(φ)R in
which g(φ) = f(φ,X) |X=−1 is only a function of φ which cannot play any significant role in
our considerations. Therefore, we do not consider this possibility either.
2.2 Cosmological background equations
Now, let us calculate the background equations for our model (9).
The 0-0 component of the Einstein equations leads to the following modified Friedmann
equation
3H2 =
−2λ¯+ V − (6α2 − 3α3)H˙ − 9(κ1 + 2κ2 + 4κ3 − κ4 − κ5)H3
1− 3(α1 + α2 + α3) (13)
+ 3
(4κ1 + 8κ2 − 14κ3 + 4κ4 + 5κ5)HH˙ + (κ1 + 2κ2 − 2κ3 − κ4 + κ5)H¨
1− 3(α1 + α2 + α3) ,
in which we have imposed constraint (6).
The i-i component of the Einstein equations gives the Raychuadhuri equation
2H˙ + 3H2 =
V − 9(κ1 + 2κ2 + κ4)(HH˙ +H3)
1− α1 − 3α2 . (14)
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Solving (14) for the potential V (φ) and then substituting the result into the Friedmann
equation (13), we find the following solution for the auxiliary field
λ¯ =
1
2
[
3(2α1 + 3α3)H
2 + (2− 2α1 − 12α2 + 3α3)H˙ − 9(4κ3 − 2κ4 − κ5)H3 (15)
+ 3(7(κ1 + 2κ2 − 2κ3 + κ4) + 5κ5)HH˙ + 3(κ1 + 2κ2 − 2κ3 − κ4 + κ5)H¨
]
.
Varying the action with respect to φ yields the modified Klein-Gordon equation.
2 ˙¯λ+ 6Hλ¯− V˙ + 3(2α2 − α3)H¨ − 3(4α1 − 6α2 + 9α3)HH˙ − 9(2α1 + 3α3)H3
−6(2κ1 + 4κ2 − 7κ3)H˙2 − 18(2κ1 + 9κ2 − 13κ3)H˙H2 − 3(7κ1 + 14κ2 − 20κ3)HH¨
+108κ3H
4 − 3(κ1 + 2κ2 − 2κ3)
...
H − 216(κ5 − κ4)H˙H3 − 9(5κ5 − 12κ4)H˙H2
+3(4κ4 − κ5)H
...
H + 9(20κ4 − 9κ5)HH˙2 + 9(4κ4 − κ5)H˙H¨ − 81κ5H5 = 0 , (16)
in which we have substituted ∂φV = φ˙
−1V˙ = V˙ .
Only two of the three equations (13), (14), and (16) are independent. We use Eq. (14)
and Eq. (15) to remove the potential V (φ) and λ¯ in the follow up second order action of the
perturbations.
2.3 Cosmological perturbations
In order to study the stability of the model in this section we present the analysis of cosmo-
logical perturbations in uniform-φ slicing. As we shall show, the analysis in this gauge are
significantly easier than other gauges.
We implement the ADM formalism in which the metric is decomposed as
ds2 = −N2dt2 + γij(dxi +N idt)(dxj +N jdt) , (17)
where N and N i are the lapse function and the shift vector respectively while the three-
dimensional metric γij determines the geometry of the spatial hypersurfaces.
The action (9) in terms of ADM variables takes the following form
S =
1
2
∫
dtd3xN
√
γ
[
3R +N−2(EijE
ij −E2)]
+
∫
dtd3xN
√
γ
[
λ(X + 1)− V +
5∑
i=1
(
αiL
(2)
i + κiL
(3)
i
)]
, (18)
in which 3R is the three-dimensional curvature associated with the spatial metric γij, Eij is
related to the Extrinsic curvature Kij via Eij = N Kij which is given by
Eij =
1
2
(γ˙ij −∇iNj −∇jNi) , (19)
and E = Eii in which the spatial indices are raised and lowered by γij.
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2.3.1 Scalar perturbations
Here we study the scalar perturbations.
There are four scalar degrees of freedom in metric (17) where one is given by the lapse
function, another one by the shift vector and the two remaining ones are encoded in γij.
Moreover, there are two scalar degrees of freedom in matter sector associated with the scalar
field φ and the auxiliary field λ. Thus, in total there are six scalar degrees of freedom in
our setup. Two of these scalar degrees of freedom can be eliminated by fixing the gauge. In
uniform-φ gauge, we eliminate one of the scalar degrees of freedom in matter part associated
to φ as
δφ = 0 , (20)
as well as one scalar in γij such that the scalar perturbations in geometry are given by
N = 1 +N1 , N
i = ∂iψ , γij = a
2e2Rδij , (21)
in which R is the curvature perturbation. For the matter sector, there is only one degree of
freedom associated to the auxiliary field λ which is given by3
λ = λ¯+ λ(1) , (22)
where λ¯ denotes the background value of λ while λ(1) is the first order scalar perturbation in
λ.
Our next task is to substitute (21) and (22) in (18) to obtain the second order action
for the scalar perturbations. First, let us look at the mimetic constraint (3) at the level of
perturbations. Substituting from (21) and (22) in (3), we find
N1 = 0 . (23)
The above result simplifies our calculations considerably which is the reason why we have
chosen to work in uniform-φ gauge.
The second order action for the scalar perturbations has a very complicated form (see
section (A.1) of the appendix A for the details of calculations). However, it is straightforward
to show that the quadratic action in Fourier space takes the following simple form
S(2) =
∫
d3k
∫
dt a3
[
− (1− α1 − 3α2)(3R˙k + 2k2ψk)R˙k + (α1 + α2)k4ψ2k
+
k2
a2
R2k −
9
2
(κ1 + 2κ2 + κ4)HR˙k(2k2ψk + 3R˙k)− 2
a2
(κ1 + 2κ2)k
4ψkRk
− 1
2
(9κ1 + 34κ2 − 13κ4)Hk4ψ2k
]
. (24)
3Note that we are interested in the second order action and therefore we would generally consider the
second order perturbations for the auxiliary field as λ = λ¯ + λ(1) + λ(2). But, the second order term λ(2)
always multiplies with the zeroth order of mimetic constraint which vanishes since we work with the on-shell
action subject to the mimetic constraint (3). However, one should consider the effect of this term when
working with off-shell action (see section 5 of Ref. [28]).
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Looking at the above action, we see that the coordinate ψk has no time derivative. Therefore,
we can eliminate ψk by means of its equation of motion which is given by
−2(α1 + α2)k2ψk + (9κ1 + 34κ2 − 13κ4)Hk2ψk + 2(κ1 + 2κ2)a−2k2Rk
+2(1− α1 − 3α2)R˙k − 9(κ1 + 2κ2 + κ4)HR˙k = 0 . (25)
Solving the above equation for ψk gives
ψk =
2(κ1 + 2κ2)a
−2Rk +
(
2(1− α1 − 3α2) + 9(κ1 + 2κ2 + κ4)H
)
k−2R˙k
2(α1 + α2)− (9κ1 + 34κ2 − 13κ4)H . (26)
Note that in the above solution for ψ, the quadratic terms multiplied by α1 and α2
contribute only to the coefficient of R˙k while the cubic curvature dependent terms labeled by
κ1, κ2, and κ4 contribute not only to the time derivative of curvature perturbation but also
produce an extra term proportional to the spatial derivative of the curvature perturbation.
The latter term is absent in the mimetic scenario without curvature dependent corrections
which leads to the wrong sign of the gradient energy term.
Substituting (26) into the Lagrangian (24) we obtain the reduced second order action in
term of curvature perturbation which, after some integration by parts, gives the following
simple form
S(2) =
1
3
∫
d3k
∫
dtΘsa
3
(
R˙2k − a−2k2c2sR2k
)
, (27)
in which we have defined
1
Θs
=
1
1 + 2α1 − 3(3κ1 + 14κ2 − 8κ4)H −
2
2(1− α1 − 3α2) + 9(κ1 + 2κ2 + κ4)H , (28)
while the sound speed of scalar perturbations is given by
c2s = 3Θ
−1
s
[
2(α1 + α2)− (9κ1 + 34κ2 − 13κ4)H
]−2
×
[
4(α1 + α2) (κ1(α1 + 3α2 + 8) + 2κ2(α1 + 3α2 + 16)− 13κ4) H
−
(
9κ21(7 + 4α1 + 8α2) + 4κ1κ2(127 + 44α1 + 96α2)− 4κ1κ4(52 + 2α1 + 15α2)
+ 4κ22(255 + 52α1 + 120α2)− 8κ2κ4(104 + 2α1 + 15α2) + 169κ24
)
H2
− 2(κ1 + 2κ2)
(
9κ1(1− 2α2) + 2κ2(17− 8α1 − 42α2)− κ4(13− 22α1 − 48α2)
)
H˙
+ 9(κ1 + 2κ2)(9κ1 + 34κ2 − 13κ4)(κ1 + 2κ2 + κ4)H3
− 4(α1 + α2)2 + 2a−2k2(κ1 + 2κ2)2
(
2(α1 + α2)− (9κ1 + 34κ2 − 13κ4)H
)]
. (29)
Note that the term proportional to Rk in the r.h.s. of (26) contributes to the gradient term
of the effective Hamiltonian (k2R2k) which makes it possible to have the correct sign for the
sound speed and to avoid the gradient instability in our setup.
From the reduced Lagrangian (27), the equation of motion for R is given by
10
R¨k +
(
3H +
Θ˙s
Θs
)
R˙k + a−2k2c2sRk = 0 , (30)
which justifies the definition (29) as the sound speed.
2.3.2 Tensor perturbations
Now, we consider tensor perturbations in our model (9). Tensor perturbations in the original
mimetic dark matter scenario and also in the scenario with higher order quadratic term (φ)2
are the same as in the standard general relativity [29]. But it is shown that considering even
the quadratic higher derivative term φµνφ
µν , which is the first quadratic term in (10) in our
setup, changes the kinetic part of the tensor perturbations [32]. Of more importance are the
cubic curvature dependent terms (11) which clearly would change the tensor perturbations.
Therefore, in addition to the usual contributions from the Einstein-Hilbert term in the action,
there would be some additional contributions for tensor perturbations in our setup.
Let us calculate the second order action for the tensor sector of our model (9). There are
two tensor degrees of freedom in metric which are encoded in the spatial part of the metric
as follows
γij = a
2(δij + hij) , (31)
where hij represents the tensor perturbations which satisfies the traceless and transverse
conditions hii = 0 and ∂ihij = 0. Without loss of generality, we choose a coordinate system
in which the momentum k is oriented along the three axis. The traceless and transverse
conditions then imply h22 = −h11 and hi3 = 0. In this respect, the two tensor modes can be
completely characterized by the two components h11 = h
+ and h12 = h
×. We consider the
Fourier transformation
hij =
∑
s=+,×
∫
d3k
(2π)3
ǫsij(k) h
s
k(t)e
ik.x , (32)
in which ǫij represents the polarizations base of the gravitational waves which satisfies the
conditions ǫii = 0 = kiǫij and ǫ
s
ij(k)ǫ
s′
ij(k) = 2δss′. Substituting (32) in action (18) and using
the background equation (14), it is straightforward to show that the second order action for
tensor perturbations will be
S(2) =
1
4
∑
s=+,×
∫
d3k
∫
dtΘta
3
(
h˙skh˙
s
k − a−2k2c2thskhsk
)
, (33)
where we have defined
Θt = 1 + 2α1 − 3(κ1 + 2κ2 − 2κ4)H , (34)
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and the gravitational wave speed as
c2t = Θ
−1
t
(
1− 3(κ1 + 2κ2)H
)
. (35)
From the action (33), the equation of motion for two tensor modes are given by
∑
s=+,×
h¨sk +
(
3H +
Θ˙t
Θt
)
h˙sk + a
−2k2c2th
s
k = 0 . (36)
As expected, the cubic curvature terms (11) change the tensor perturbations such that the
speed of gravitational wave (35) is different than unity.
2.4 Stability conditions
Looking at the second order action for the scalar perturbations (27) and the second order
action for the tensor perturbations (33), one immediately finds that the model (9) is stable if
the following conditions are satisfied
c2s > 0 , Θs > 0 , c
2
t > 0 , Θt > 0 . (37)
These conditions would be satisfied by appropriate choices of the parameters α1, α2, κ1,
κ2, and κ4. It is important to note that the existence of quadratic terms (10) is essential
in order to remove the instabilities. This can be seen from the effects of these terms on
the kinetic parts of the scalar and tensor perturbations, Eqs. (28) and (34). So, we need to
have both the quadratic curvature independent terms (10) and the cubic curvature dependent
terms (11) in order for the cosmological perturbations to be stable.
3 Quintic mimetic model
In the previous section, we have found stable extension of the mimetic gravity by adding
quadratic curvature independent terms (10) together with the cubic curvature dependent
terms (11) to the original mimetic model (1). This result was also reported in Refs. [29, 32]
while here we extend their results by considering all the relevant terms. We have shown
that, in comparison with the Horndeski theories, it is not necessary to fix the coefficients
of the higher derivative terms in mimetic scenario. This point would help us to control
the background equations and therefore to find a healthy mimetic dark matter and healthy
mimetic nonsingular scenario.
To be more precise, in original model of mimetic gravity [1], the field φ mimics the roles
of dark matter particles. However, as we have seen in the previous section, adding a coupling
between the second derivative of φ and curvature such as f(φ)R can make the setup stable
but the corresponding background equations, such as obtained in Eqs. (13) and (14), are
significantly different from those of Eqs. (7) and (8) and the mimetic field may not play the
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roles of dark matter. In addition, it is not clear how a nonsingular bouncing mimetic scenario
such as in [17] can be realized when we add a coupling between the second derivative of φ
and curvature. In this section, working with the classified higher derivative terms, our aim is
to find the healthy extension of the model (4) such that the background equations continue
to take the simple forms of Eqs. (7) and (8), allowing us to construct healthy extensions of
the mimetic dark matter and mimetic nonsingular bounce scenarios.
The first choice is to consider cubic curvature dependent terms (11) in the model (4) and
then arrange the coefficients such that the background equations keep the forms of Eqs. (7)
and (8). In appendix B, we have shown that it is not possible to find a healthy extension
of the model (4) such that the background equations have the forms of Eqs. (7) and (8).
The next choice is to consider the quartic curvature dependent terms such as (φ)2R. Our
analysis show that these term also cannot make the model (4) stable for general functional
form of f(φ) if we demand the background equations to remain unchanged (see the appendix
B for the details). For instance, our analysis show that for the particular choice of f(φ)
employed in the nonsingular mimetic model of [17], as given by Eq. (50) below, the quartic
terms cannot make the setup stable. In this view, we add the quintic curvature dependent
terms to the action (4) as follows
S =
∫
d4x
√−g
[ 1
2
R + λ (X + 1) + f(χ) +
22∑
i=1
δiL
(3,2)
i +
12∑
i=1
βiL
(1,4)
i
]
, (38)
in which δi and βi are the coefficients of the quintic curvature dependent terms L
(3,2)
i and
L
(1,4)
i which are defined as
L
(3,2)
1 = (φ)
3R , L
(3,2)
2 = φ φµνφ
µν R , L
(3,2)
3 = φµνφ
ναφµαR ,
L
(3,2)
4 = (φ)
2φµφµνφ
ν R , L
(3,2)
5 = φ φ
µφµνφ
ναφαR , L
(3,2)
6 = φµνφ
µνφαφ
αβφβ R ,
L
(3)
7 = φµφ
µνφναφ
αβφβ R, L
(3,2)
8 = φµφ
µνφναφ
αφβφ
βηφηR , L
(3,2)
9 = φ (φ
µφµνφ
ν)2R ,
L
(3,2)
10 = (φ
µφµνφ
ν)3R , L
(3,2)
11 = (φ)
3 φµφνRµν , L
(3,2)
12 = φ φµνφ
µν φαφβRαβ ,
L
(3,2)
13 = φµνφ
ναφµα φ
σφρRσρ , L
(3,2)
14 = (φ)
2φµφµνφ
ν φσφρRσρ ,
L
(3,2)
15 = φ φ
µφµνφ
ναφα φ
σφρRσρ , L
(3,2)
16 = φµνφ
µνφαφ
αβφβ φ
σφρRσρ ,
L
(3)
17 = φµφ
µνφναφ
αβφβ φ
σφρRσρ , L
(3,2)
18 = φµφ
µνφναφ
αφβφ
βηφη φ
σφρRσρ ,
L
(3,2)
19 = φ (φ
µφµνφ
ν)2 φσφρRσρ , L
(3,2)
20 = (φ
µφµνφ
ν)3 φσφρRσρ ,
L
(3,2)
21 = φ φ
αµφβνRµναβ , L
(3,2)
22 = φ
µφµνφ
ν φαηφβσRησαβ , (39)
and
L
(1,4)
1 = φ
µνRµνR , L
(1,4)
2 = φR
2 , L
(1,4)
3 = φ
µφµνφ
ν R2 , (40)
L
(1,4)
4 = φ φ
µφνRµνR , L
(1,4)
5 = φαφ
αβφβφ
µφνRµνR , L
(1,4)
6 = φ
αβRαβ φ
µφνRµν ,
L
(1,4)
7 = φ (φ
µφνRµν)
2 , L
(1,4)
8 = φαφ
αβφβ(φ
µφνRµν)
2 , L
(1,4)
9 = φRµνR
µν ,
L
(1,4)
10 = φαφ
αβφβRµνR
µν , L
(1,4)
11 = φRµνησR
µνησ L
(1,4)
12 = φαφ
αβφβRµνησR
µνησ .
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The above are the independent quintic terms which we have found so far but there may still
be other independent quintic terms. However, the above terms are sufficient for our purpose
in this work.
There are two types of quintic curvature dependent terms constructed from coupling be-
tween the higher derivatives of the scalar field and the curvature terms. In cubic terms (11)
and quartic terms (65), the degree of the curvature terms, which is labeled by the second
upper index, was two. It can be however raised to four in quintic model (40). The terms (40)
would generally produce Ostrogradsky ghost in the metric sector of the model and therefore
one may neglect them and work only with (39). But, we can choose the coefficients of these
terms such that the setup to be free of Ostrogradsky ghost. We will show that the appearance
of these terms in quintic model makes it very different from the quartic model such that the
instabilities can be removed in this model for general functional form of f(φ).
3.1 Background equations
Our first task is to find the background equations associated with the model (38). The 0-0
component of the Einstein equations leads to the following modified Friedmann equation
3H2 = −2λ¯− (f + 3Hfχ + 3H˙fχχ) + 9∆2H5 + 9∆3(2HH˙2 +H2H¨) + 3∆5H˙H3
+ 9B4H
5 − 3B5H2H¨ − 3B6HH˙2 − 6B7H˙H3 − 6B8H¨2 , (41)
while the i-i components give the Raychuadhuri equation as follows
2H˙ + 3H2 = −(f + 3Hfχ − 3H˙fχχ)− 3∆1(5H˙ + 3H2)H3
− 6B1
(
6H2H¨ + 9HH˙2 + 2H˙H¨ +H
...
H
)
+ 18B2H
5 + 6B3H˙H
3 , (42)
in which the coefficients Bi and ∆i denote the different combinations of the coefficients βi
and δi respectively which are shown in section (A.2) of the appendix A.
In the above background equations, the contributions from the curvature dependent terms
(39) and (40) are labeled by new coefficients ∆i and Bi respectively. We therefore demand
that Bi = 0 and ∆i = 0 to ensure that the curvature dependent terms (39) and (40) do
not change the background equations. Indeed, all of the combinations (61) and (62) are not
independent and it is sufficient to fix only seven coefficients of βi and δi. Without loss of
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generality, we fix β12, β11, and β7, δ22, δ21, δ16, and δ3 as follows:
β7 =
1
6
(6β4 + β6) ,
β12 =
1
4
(
4β1 − 4β10 − 12β3 + 6β5 − 2β6 − 3β8
)
,
β11 =
1
8
(− 4β1 − 24β2 + 6β4 + β6 − 8β9) ,
δ22 =
1
4
(− 110β1 + 8β10 − 216β2 + 48β3 − 27β4 − 24β5 + β6 + 6β8 − 36β9
+54δ1 + 9δ11 + 3δ12 + δ13 + 6δ2 − 18δ4 − 6δ6
)
,
δ21 =
1
4
(− 14β1 − 24β2 − 9β4 − β6 − 4β9 − 5(9δ11 + 3δ12 + δ13)) ,
δ16 =
1
12
(− 30β1 − 8β10 − 24β2 − 48β3 − 39β4 + 12β5 − 3β6 − 4β9
−3(18δ1 + 9δ11 + 11δ12 + 5δ13 + 12δ14 + 2δ2 − 6δ4 − 2δ6)
)
,
δ3 = −
(
14β1 + 24β2 + 12β4 + 2β6 + 4β9 + 9δ1 + 3δ2
)
. (43)
Substituting the above solutions in (41) and (42), we obtain the desired background equa-
tions in the forms of Eqs. (7) and (8). Therefore, the quintic model (38) and the original
model (4) lead to the same background equations when conditions (43) are met. At the level
of the perturbations however these two models are very different. As shown in [28] the model
(4) suffers from some linear instabilities while, as we shall show in the next subsection, the
quintic model (38) can have healthy perturbations.
3.2 Stability analysis: Scalar and tensor perturbations
We do not repeat the details of calculations here. Following the same steps as in previous
section, and with tedious but straightforward calculations, one can show that the second order
action for the scalar perturbations in Fourier space will be
S(2) =
1
2
∫
d3k
∫
dt a3
[
(3fχχ − 2)(3R˙2k + 2k2ψkR˙k) + 2a−2k2R2k + fχχk4ψ2k (44)
+
3
2
B′1a
−2Hk2R˙2k + 4a−2Hk4B′2R˙kψk +B′3Hk4ψ˙2k
−
(
2B′4a
−2k2 + 3B′5(3fχχ − 2)−1(3f + 9Hfχ + 3H2fχχ + 7H2)
)
a−2Hk2R2k
+
2a−2k4
3fχχ − 2
(
B′6(f + 3Hfχ)−H (B′7 − 3B′8fχχ)
)Rkψk
+
(
2B′9H(3fχχ − 2) (f − 3Hfχ) + (3B′10fχχ − 2B′11)H3
− 9B
′
1fχχχ
3fχχ − 2
(
f 2 + 6fH (fχ +H) + 9H
2f(f 2χ +H
2)− 18H3fχ
))
k4ψ2k
]
,
where the coefficients B′i denote different combinations of βi and δi which are shown in section
(A.2) of the appendix A.
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In deriving (44) we have imposed the conditions (43) which allow us to substitute λ¯ and
H˙ from the background equations (7) and (8).
In the model (9), the variable ψk has appeared with no time derivative in the corresponding
second order action (24). However, in the second order action (44), there is a term proportional
to ψ˙2k which cannot be eliminated via integration by parts. The appearance of this term
signals the propagation of a new degree of freedom in the model (38) which is nothing but
the so-called Ostrogradsky ghost. Looking at the coefficients of this term, we see that this
term comes from the quintic terms (40) that are quadratic in curvature terms. In order to
remove this unstable mode, we demand that the coefficient of this term to be zero, yielding
B′3 = 4β1 − β6 + 3 (2β9 + 8β2) = 0. Solving for β9 from this equation gives
β9 =
1
6
(−4β1 − 24β2 + β6) . (45)
Substituting the above solution into the action (44), ψk appears with no time derivative and
therefore it can be removed by its equation of motion 4. The resultant reduced actionin term
of curvature perturbation Rk takes a very complicated form. To study the stability of the
model, however, it is not necessary to obtain the explicit form of the action. The first line in
(44) are the terms which are in common with the action (4) while the other lines which are
labeled by B′i come from the quintic curvature dependent terms (39) and (40). We know that,
in the absence of the curvature dependent terms, the model suffers from ghost and gradient
instabilities [28]. Moreover, the term ψkRk in the fourth line shows that the solution for ψk
gives contribution to the gradient term R2k and therefore can remove the gradient instability
in the same manner that the cubic terms (11) remove the gradient instability in model (9).
In appendix B, we have shown that this term is absent in the cubic model when we demand
that the background equations remain unchanged. This term however is present in quartic
model and one may ask what is the advantage of the quintic model in comparison with the
quartic model. Indeed, the appearance of the term proportional to ψkR˙k in the second line
of (44) makes the quintic model very different from quartic model since this term is absent
in quartic model (75). In this respect, independent of the form of f(φ), we can separately
control both the kinetic term and the gradient term. As a result we expect that the quintic
model (38) can have healthy scalar perturbations independent of the form of f(φ).
The coefficient of ψ˙2k in (44) (which is given by B
′
3 defined in Eq. (63) in Appendix
A) is originated from the terms L
(1,4)
i defined in (40) which include the quadratic terms in
curvatures. In standard general relativity, it is well known that the purely quadratic curvature
terms RµνR
µν and RµνρσR
µνρσ produce Ostrogradsky ghost. In mimetic gravity the situation
is even worse such that the f(R) extension of mimetic gravity [49] suffers from Ostrogradsky
ghost [29] while the f(R) model in standard general relativity is free of Ostrogradsky ghost.
So, in addition to RµνR
µν and RµνρσR
µνρσ, the terms R2 would produce Ostrogradsky ghost
4We note that here we have just removed the ghosts at the level of linear perturbations since we were
interested in linear stability of the model. In order to study the stability of the model to all orders, one has
to perform a nonlinear analysis and it is not clear whether or not our condition (45) is sufficient.
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in mimetic gravity. The question then arises: is it possible to find a healthy extension of
mimetic scenario from purely gravitational higher derivative term f(R,RµνR
µν , RµνρσR
µνρσ)?
We therefore consider the simplest case of quadratic term and add the term c1R
2+c2RµνR
µν+
c3RµνρσR
µνρσ to the original mimetic action (1) where ci are arbitrary constants. We now
apply our method to this scenario i.e. manipulating the coefficients ci such that the model be
free of Ostrogradsky ghost. Performing the calculations, one finds that the necessary condition
to avoid the Ostrogradsky ghost is c1 = −14c2 = c3 which shows that the only possibility is
the Gauss-Bonnet term c1 (R
2 − 4RµνRµν +RµνρσRµνρσ). The Gauss-Bonnet term does not
contribute to the background equations and therefore the setup describes dark matter, much
similar to the original setup (1). At the level of perturbations, there is just one independent
parameter, which without loss of generality, we choose it to be c1. The results show that the
gradient term remain unaffected such that it again appears with a wrong sign while the ghost
instability in kinetic term can be avoided for c1 < 0 and H
2 < M2Pl/48|c1|.
Now let us study the tensor perturbations. Following the same steps as in previous section,
it is straightforward to obtain the second order action for the tensor perturbations as follows
S(2) =
1
4
∑
s=+,×
∫
d3k
∫
dt a3Θt
(
h˙skh˙
s
k − a−2k2c2thskhsk
)
, (46)
in which we have defined
Θt = 1 + 27B
′
1fχχχ(3fχχ − 2)−3
(
f 2 + 3fχ − 6fH (H + fχ)
)
− H(3fχχ − 2)−1
(
6B′12Hfχ + 2B
′
15f − (2B′13 + 3B′14fχχ + 486B′1fχfχχχ)H2
)
, (47)
and the speed of gravitational wave as
c2t = Θ
−1
t
[
1 +
1
2
B′15a
−2Hk2 − (B
′
16 + 3B
′
17fχχ)H
3 +B′18(f + 3fχH)H
3fχχ − 2
− 18B′19
fχχχ
(
f 2 + 9H4 + 18H3 + 9f 2χH
2 + 6Hfχ (H + fχ)
)
(3fχχ − 2)3
]
, (48)
with B′i are shown in section (A.2) in the appendix A.
In deriving action (46), we have used background equations (7) and (8) and also we have
imposed the conditions (43) and (45).
Looking at the action (46), we see that the model (38) can have healthy tensor pertur-
bations. Indeed, the action (9) was already providing healthy tensor perturbations. The
important difference between our quintic model (38) and the model (9) is that the speed of
gravitational wave in our setup depends on the wave number and is different than unity.
In summary, our analysis show that the quintic model (38) can potentially produce healthy
perturbations for both scalar and tensor perturbations while the background equations remain
unchanged as in Eqs. (7) and (8).
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4 Applications of higher derivative mimetic model
Let us now remark some applications of the quintic model which we have introduced in the
previous section.
4.1 Mimetic dark matter
One of the most interesting feature of mimetic gravity is that the mimetic field can play the
roles of dark matter [1, 14]. However, the corresponding perturbations have zero sound speed
and therefore the quadratic higher derivative term (φ)2 was added to the action to generate
nonzero sound speed [13] (see however [50, 51, 52, 53] where it is argued that having a zero
sound speed is not a problem). Interestingly, the setup again describes dark matter at the
background level [14] but it now suffers from some linear instabilities [9, 15]. As we discussed
in the Introduction section, these instabilities can be removed by considering a coupling
between the second derivative of the scalar field and curvature terms such as φR [29, 32].
Although adding this term together with some quadratic terms such as (φ)2 and φµνφ
µν
removes the instabilities but the setup no longer describes dark matter at the background
level.
As we have seen, the advantage of our method is that we can control the background
equations such that it still describes a dark matter-like fluid while the model being free of
instabilities at the level of perturbations. This can be easily achieved if we consider the simple
functional form
f(χ) =
γ
2
χ2 , (49)
for the higher derivative function in (38). Imposing conditions (43) and (45), the background
equations, given by (7) and (8), coincide with those studied in Ref. [14] and therefore the
model behaves like the dark matter at the background level. At the level of perturbations,
the second order actions can be obtained by imposing condition (45) in (44) and (46) with
f(χ) given in Eq. (49). Therefore, this model not only describes a dark matter-like fluid at
the cosmological background, but can also have healthy perturbations.
4.2 Nonsingular mimetic model
In this subsection, we study nonsingular mimetic model which is recently suggested in [16, 17].
The model is defined by the action (4) with the following nonlinear functional form for the
higher derivative function
f(χ) = χ2m
(
1 +
1
3
χ2
χ2m
−
√
2
3
χ
χm
sin−1
(√
2
3
χ
χm
)
−
√
1− 2
3
χ2
χ2m
)
, (50)
where χm denotes the maximum value of χ such that χ <
√
3
2
χm. To ensure that general
relativity arises in the low energy regime (the correspondence principle) we should assume
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that χm ∼ MPl. This latter condition ensures that the minimum length scale determined by
lmin =
√
2
3
χ−1m is at the order of Planck length lmin ∼ lPl.
Before explicitly confirming that the mimetic model (4) with higher derivative function
defined in (50) is nonsingular, it is insightful to qualitatively consider the model in uniform-
φ slicing. The trace of extrinsic curvature on these slices for FRW universe defines the
expansion rate K = ∇µnµ = −3H which is also given by K = φ = χ. On the other hand,
the higher derivative function (50) is defined such that χ has the maximum value χ <
√
3
2
χm.
Therefore, considering higher derivative function (50) immediately implies an upper bound
for the Hubble parameter. This result in some senses signals the possibility of singularity
resolution in the model. To be more precise, we try to find an upper bound for the curvature.
Indeed, working in uniform-φ slicing we can intuitively understand how an upper bound for
curvature would arise in this setup. In order to do this, we implement the Gauss-Codazzi
formula
∫ √−gR = ∫ √−g(3R + KµνKνµ − K2) in which 3R is the spatial Ricci scalar and
the boundary term is integrated out. We note that 3R = 0 for the flat FRW universe and
we then have
∫ √−g(KµνKνµ − K2) = − ∫ √−g Rµνnµnν [14]. The last expression for the
integral of curvature shows that the curvature is bounded. This is because the trace of the
extrinsic curvature is related to the second derivative of the scalar field via K = φ and the
higher derivative function (50) is defined such that φ has an upper bound φ = χ <
√
3
2
χm.
Having this in mind, let us calculate the background equations associated with the action (4).
They are indeed the same as those in our quintic model (38) when we impose conditions (43)
and (45). Therefore, it is sufficient to substitute (50) in Eqs. (7) and (8).
The associated Klein-Gordon equation can be obtained by varying the action with respect
to the scalar field φ. It is not independent of Eqs. (7) and (8) and is given by [17]
d
dt
(
2a3λ¯+ 3a3H˙fχχ
)
= 0 , (51)
in which we have used the mimetic constraint (3). Substituting Eq. (50) in Eqs. (7), (8), and
(51), one can obtain the explicit forms of these equations.
In order to see how these equations can support the existence of a bounce, following [17],
we integrate the Klein-Gordon equation (51) and then solve for λ¯ which gives
λ¯ = − c
2a3
− 3
2
H˙fχχ , (52)
where c is a constant of integration. Substituting the above solution into the Friedmann
equation (7) and using Eq. (50), it is straightforward to obtain the following equation
H2 =
1
3
ρ
(
1− ρ
ρc
)
, (53)
in which ρ = ca−3 is the energy density and ρc = 2χ
2
m is the maximum energy scale. Very
interestingly, the above equation has the same form as the modified Friedmann equation
which is suggested in loop quantum cosmology [20, 21, 22]. However, the modified Friedmann
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equation in loop quantum cosmology is obtained in the semiclassical regime of the fully
quantized loop theory while there is no covariant action for them in loop quantum cosmology
scenario. The above coincidence therefore suggests that we can have an effective higher
derivative Lagrangian for the loop quantum cosmology scenarios in the context of mimetic
gravity [18, 19].
Since the background equations for the model (4) is the same as in our quintic model, all of
the above background analysis are also true for our quintic model (38) if we impose conditions
(43) and (45). Therefore, we could construct a bouncing mimetic model by substituting (50)
in (38). In comparison with the original nonsingular mimetic model (4) which was suffering
from some instabilities [28], the quintic bouncing model can have healthy perturbations.
4.3 Randall-Sundrum cosmology via mimetic scenario
Another interesting feature of the mimetic model (4) is that it can produce background equa-
tions of the Randall-Sundrum cosmology. As a side remark, in this subsection we comment on
the possible connection between the Randall-Sundrum cosmology and the mimetic scenario.
In Randall-Sundrum model [54] of brane world scenario, the Friedmann equation is mod-
ified when one projects the bulk effects on the corresponding brane [55]. The high energy
effects that arise through this projection are proportional to the square of the energy momen-
tum tensor. For the case of perfect fluid which we are interested in cosmology, this correction
will produce a term proportional to the square of the energy density in the associated Fried-
mann equations. On the other hand, we have seen that such a term also arises in bouncing
mimetic model (53). One then is persuaded to explore a possible connection between these
two different scenarios.
In the single brane version of Randall-Sundrum scenario the corresponding Friedmann
equation takes the following form [56]
H2 =
1
3
ρ
(
1 +
ρ
2µ
)
, (54)
where µ is the tension of the brane. Comparing the above equation with the modified Fried-
mann equation (53) in mimetic bouncing scenario shows that these equations have the same
form but the sign of the term ρ2 is different in two models. We then immediately find that
the Friedmann equation (54) can be obtained from the action (4) if we consider the following
functional form for the higher derivative function
f(χ) = −µ
(
1− 1
3
χ2
µ
+
√
2
3
χ√
µ
sinh−1
(√
2
3
χ√
µ
)
−
√
1 +
2
3
χ2
µ
)
. (55)
The above function can be obtained from its counterpart in bouncing model (50) by applying
the complex transformation χ→ iχ and then replacing χm with √µ.
Let us elaborate more on the different signs of the ρ2 term in these two scenarios. In
the nonsingular mimetic scenario the minus sign of the ρ2 term in (50) is crucial to get
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a bounce. Specifically, the minus sign in the last term of (50) implies a maximum value
for χ and therefore for H in (53) allowing to obtain a nonsingular bouncing cosmology.
On the other hand, the positive sign of the ρ2 term in Randall-Sundrum model Eq. (55)
shows that χ = φ can take arbitrary value and the Hubble parameter is not bounded.
Indeed, the positive sign of ρ2 in this scenario comes from the positive tension of the brane
µ > 0. The positive tension of the brane is equivalent to the negative curvature (negative
cosmological constant) for the AdS5 bulk space which prevents gravity from leaking into
the extra fifth dimension at low energy regime [56]. Therefore, apart from their superficial
similarity, these two scenarios are very different from the cosmological point of view. For
instance, the model (50) leads to the nonsingular bounce while the big bang singularity is
still present in model (55). As we have discussed in the previous subsection, the curvature is
given by
∫ √−gR = − ∫ √−g Rµνnµnν = ∫ √−g(KµνKνµ−K2). In uniform-φ slicing, the trace
of the extrinsic curvature is related to the second derivative of the scalar field as K = φ.
In comparison with the nonsingular model defined by the higher derivative function (50) in
which φ is bounded, there is no upper bound for φ in Randall-Sundrum model with higher
derivative function (55). Therefore, the singularity cannot be removed in this model.
Similar to the previous subsection, all of the above background analysis are true for the
quintic model (38) when we impose conditions (43) and (45). Therefore, we can construct a
healthy counterpart of the model defined by (55) in the context of our quintic model.
5 Summary and Discussions
In mimetic gravity, the longitudinal mode of gravity, which is encoded in scalar field φ, be-
comes dynamical which mimics the role of dark matter. The sound speed of the correspond-
ing scalar cosmological perturbations however vanishes. Therefore the higher derivative term
(φ)2 is added to the setup which can generate a nonzero sound speed for the corresponding
cosmological perturbations. The resultant model suffers from some linear instabilities [9, 15]
and it is shown that these instabilities can be avoided by adding a coupling between the higher
derivative term φ and curvature such as f(φ)R and ∇µ∇νφRµν to the setup [29, 32]. Re-
cently, a new version of mimetic gravity has been suggested in which the higher derivative
term (φ)2 is replaced with a general nonlinear function f(φ) [17, 16]. It is shown that the
big bang singularity can be resolved in this scenario such that the singularity is replaced by
a bounce. Interestingly, the associated cosmological equations coincide with those suggested
by loop quantum cosmology [18, 19] and therefore this mimetic model suggests an effective
higher order action for the loop quantum cosmology scenario. Apart from these interesting
features, similar to the mimetic dark matter model [13], the nonsingular mimetic model is
also unstable [28]. Adding a coupling between the second derivative of the scalar field and
curvature can make both of the mimetic dark matter and mimetic nonsingular model stable.
However, the background equations are modified drastically in the presence of these terms so
whether or not they still describe dark matter or nonsingular bouncing scenarios are unclear.
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In this paper, we have worked with classified higher derivative terms which allow us not
only to make the perturbations stable but also to control the background equations. In the
first part, we have constructed the mimetic higher order gravity model (9) by means of curva-
ture independent quadratic higher derivative terms (10) and cubic curvature dependent terms
(11). We have shown that the model provides healthy scalar and tensor perturbations. In the
second part, we have explored for the healthy extension of the original mimetic gravity (1)
and the nonsingular mimetic model in our setup. We have shown that we need to consider
quintic curvature dependent terms to control both the background and perturbed equations,
leading to the quintic mimetic model (38). By appropriately choosing the coefficients of the
quintic terms, we have shown that it is possible to keep the background equations unchanged
while the cosmological perturbations may be healthy. We then study healthy extension of
mimetic dark matter and mimetic nonsingular model within our setup. Furthermore, we have
found a possible connection between the mimetic setup and the Randall-Sundrum cosmology.
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A Some calculations and formulas
Some of the equations are too heavy to show in the main body of the paper and we therefore
move them into this appendix.
A.1 Details of calculation of the second order action for model (9)
In this section, we present some details of calculation of the second order action for the model
(9) in uniform-φ gauge defined by (20), (21) and (22).
Substituting from (21) and (22) in the ADM-decomposed action (18) and also substituting
the potential from (14), λ¯ from (15), and N1 from (23), it is straightforward to show that the
second order action of perturbations takes the following form
S(2) =
∫
d4x a3
(
L
(2)
EH + L
(2)
M + 3RL(1)M +
9
2
R2 L(0)M
)
, (56)
in which L
(2)
EH represents the contribution of the Einstein Hilbert term that is given by
L
(2)
EH = −3R˙2 − 18HRR˙ −
27
2
H2R2 − a−2((∂R)2 + 2R∂2R) (57)
+ 2R˙∂2ψ + 6H (R∂2ψ + ∂iR∂iψ)+ ∂i∂jψ∂i∂jψ − (∂2ψ)2 .
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The rest are the contributions of the mimetic matter sector which are grouped in three
different terms as
L
(0)
M = −(2H˙ + 3H2) + (α1 + 3α2)(6H2 + H˙)− 6(κ1 + 3κ2)(HH˙ + 3H3) , (58)
L
(1)
M = −2(α1 + 3α2)
(− 3R˙+ ∂2ψ)+ 9(κ1 + 4κ2 − κ4)H2(− 3R˙+ ∂2ψ) (59)
+ (κ1 + 6κ2 − 3κ4) d
dt
(− 3R˙+ ∂2ψ)+ 4
a2
(κ1 + 3κ2)H∂
2R ,
and
L
(2)
M = −(α1 + 3α2)
(
6H∂iR∂iψ + 2R˙∂2ψ − 3R˙2
)
+ α1∂i∂jψ∂i∂jψ + α2(∂
2ψ)2
+ 2(κ1 + 3κ2)a
−2
(
∂iR∂iR+ 2(R˙ − 2R)∂2R
)
− κ1∂i∂jψ∂i∂j(a−2R+ ψ˙)
+ 9(κ1 + 4κ2 − κ4)H
(
3H∂iR∂iψ + (−3R˙+ 2∂2ψ)R˙
)
− (κ1 + κ2)a−2∂2R∂2ψ
+ (κ1 + 6κ2 − 3κ4)
(
3H˙a−2∂iR∂iψ +H(6∂iR˙∂iψ + 3∂iR∂iψ˙ − ∂iψ∂i∂2ψ)
)
− 1
2
(κ1 + 6κ2 − 3κ4) d
dt
(
(−3R˙+ 2∂2ψ)R˙
)
− (2κ2 − κ4)∂2ψ∂2ψ˙
− (2κ1 + 11κ2 − 2κ4)H(∂2ψ)2 − 3(κ1 + κ2 − κ4)H∂i∂jψ∂i∂jψ . (60)
Going to Fourier space and doing some appropriate integration bay parts, it is straight-
forward to obtain the quadratic action which takes the simple form of (24).
A.2 Coefficients in equations (41), (42), (44), (47), and (48)
In this section we represent the messy expressions for the coefficients Bis, ∆is, and B
′
is which
are defined in equations (41), (42), (44), (47), and (48).
The coefficients Bis and ∆is in equations (41) and (42) are given by
B1 = 2β1 + 12β2 − 6β4 − β6 + 3β7 + 4β9 + 4β11 , (61)
B2 = 9β1 + 24β2 + 3β4 − 3β7 + 6β9 + 4β11 ,
B3 = 27β1 + 12β2 + 69β4 + 9β6 − 42β7 − 6β9 − 16β11 ,
B4 = 18β1 + 48(β2 + β3)− 18β4 − 12β5 − 6β6 + 6β7 + 3β8
+12(β9 + β10) + 8(β11 + β12) ,
B5 = 30β1 + 3(40β2 − 16β3 − 18β4 + 6β5 − 4β6 + 8β7 − 2β8 + 12β9)
−4(3β10 − 8β11 + 2β12) ,
B6 = 48β1 + 3(32β2 − 44β3 + 18β5 − 4β6 − 8β7 − 7β8 + 8β9)
−4(9β10 − 4β11 + 7β12) ,
B7 = 54β1 + 204β2 − 168β3 − 24β4 + 51β5 − 6β6 − 3β7 − 15β8
+60β9 − 42β10 + 52β11 − 28β12 ,
B8 = 6(β1 + 2β2)− 3(4β3 + 2β4 − 2β5 + β6 − β7 + β8)
+4(β9 − β10 + β11 − β12) ,
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and
∆1 = 9δ1 + 3δ2 + δ3 − 90δ11 − 30δ12 − 10δ13 − 8δ21 , (62)
∆2 = −27δ1 − 15δ2 − 3(2δ3 + 3δ4 + δ6) + 90δ11 + 54δ12 + 22δ13
+36δ14 + 12δ16 + 6δ21 + 2δ22 ,
∆3 = 9δ1 + δ2 − 3δ4 − δ6 − 18δ11 − 2δ12 + 6δ14 + 2δ16 − 2δ21 ,
∆5 = 54δ1 − 24δ2 − 3(5δ3 + 21δ4 + 7δ6)− 432δ11 − 12δ12 + 18δ13
+198δ14 + 66δ16 − 50δ21 + 8δ22 ,
while the coefficients B′is in equations (44), (47), and (48) are given by
B′1 = 2β1 − β6 , B′2 = 3β1 + 12β2 − 3β4 − β6 + 3β9 , (63)
B′3 = 4β1 − β6 + 3 (2β9 + 8β2) , B′4 = 4β1 + 3 (6β4 + β6 − 2β9 − 8β2) ,
B′5 = 3β4 + β6 + 9δ11 + 3δ12 + δ13 , B
′
6 = −2β1 + β6 + 2β9 ,
B′7 = 14β1 + 48β2 + 12β4 + 3β6 + 2β9 + 72δ11 + 24δ12 + 8δ13 ,
B′8 = 4β1 + 24β2 + 6β4 + 3β6 + 41β9 + 9δ11 + 3δ12 + δ13 ,
B′9 = 49β1 + 108β2 + 27β4 + 3β6 + 20β9 + 27δ1 + 6 (δ12 + δ13 + δ2) ,
B′10 = 205β1 + 528β2 + 114β4 + 9β6 + 92β6 + 54δ1 + 126δ11 + 66δ12 + 38δ13 + 12δ2 ,
B′11 = 103β1 − 204β2 + 33β4 + 32β9 − 27δ1 + 126δ11 + 48δ12 + 20δ13 − 6δ2 ,
B′12 = 107β1 + 84β2 + 141β4 + 19β5 + 9 (9δ1 + 2 (δ12 + δ13 + δ2))
B′13 = 19β1 + 60β2 + 57β4 + 8β6 + 81δ1 − 54δ11 − 36δ12 − 24δ13 + 18δ2
B′14 = 302β1 + 192β2 + 366β4 + 49β6 + 162δ1 + 54δ11 + 90δ12 + 78δ13 + 36δ2
B′15 = 4β1 + 6β4 + β6
B′16 = 76β1 + 240β2 + 21β4 − β6 + 27 (9δ11 + 3δ12 + δ13)
B′17 = 4β1 + 24β2 + 21β4 + 8β6 + 9 (9δ11 + 3δ12 + δ13)
B′18 = 28β1 + 96β2 + 21β4 + 5 (β6 + 27δ11 + 9δ12 + 3δ13)
B′19 = 5β1 + 12β2 − 3β4 − 2β6 .
B Cubic and quartic mimetic models with unchanged
background equations
In this appendix, we show that the instabilities in nonsingular mimetic model (4) cannot
be completely removed by adding the cubic and quartic curvature dependent terms if we
demand that the background equations continue to take the simple forms (7) and (8). This
is the reason for which we have considered the quintic terms in section 3.
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We add the cubic and quartic terms to the action of nonsingular mimetic model (4) as
follows
S =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
1
2
R + λ (X + 1) + f(χ) +
5∑
i=1
κiL
(1,2)
i +
13∑
i=1
σiL
(2,2)
i
]
, (64)
in which κi label the cubic curvature dependent terms L
(1,2)
i that are given by (11) while σi
label the quartic curvature dependent terms L
(2,2)
i that are defined as
L
(2,2)
1 = φµνφ
µνR , L
(2,2)
2 = (φ)
2R , L
(2,2)
3 = (φ)φ
µφµνφ
νR ,
L
(2,2)
4 = φ
µφµρφ
ρνφνR , L
(2,2)
5 = (φ
µφµνφ
ν)2R , L
(2,2)
6 = φµνφ
µνφαφβRα,β ,
L
(2,2)
7 = (φ)
2φαφβRα,β , L
(2,2)
8 = (φ)φ
µφµνφ
νφαφβRα,β ,
L
(2,2)
9 = φ
µφµρφ
ρνφνφ
αφβRα,β, L
(2,2)
10 = (φ
µφµνφ
ν)2φαφβRα,β , (65)
L
(2,2)
11 = (φ)Rαβφ
αβ , L
(2,2)
12 = φ
µφµνφ
νRαβφ
αβ , L
(2,2)
13 = φ
αµφβνRµναβ .
The above are the independent quartic curvature terms which we have found so far. Some
other independent terms may still be found. However, we show that the quartic terms cannot
generally make the setup (4) stable for arbitrary form of function f(φ) if we demand the
background equations to remain unchanged.
B.1 Background equations
Varying the action (64) with respect to the metric, we obtain the Einstein equations which
now have very complicated forms. In cosmological background (5) they lead to the following
modified Friedmann and Raychuadhuri equations
3H2 = −2λ¯− (f + 3Hfχ + 3H˙fχχ)− 9(κ1 + 2κ2 + 4κ3 − κ4 − κ5)H3 (66)
+ 3(4κ1 + 8κ2 − 14κ3 + 4κ4 + 5κ5)HH˙ + 3(κ1 + 2κ2 − 2κ3 − κ4 + κ5)H¨ ,
+ 3
(
42σ1 + 6(9σ2 + 6σ3 − 2σ6 − 3σ7)− 9(σ8 − 2σ11 − σ12) + 4σ13
)
H4
+ 18
(
2σ1 − 12σ2 + 9σ3 − 2σ6 − 3σ8 − 4σ11 + 2σ12 − 2σ13
)
H2H˙
− 3(3(4σ2 − 2σ3 − 2σ7 + σ8) + 4σ11 − σ12 + 2σ13)(H˙2 +HH¨) ,
and
2H˙ + 3H2 = −(f + 3Hfχ − 3H˙fχχ)− 9(κ1 + 2κ2 + κ4)(HH˙ +H3)
+ 6(3σ1 + 9σ2 + 3σ11 + σ13)(4H˙H
2 + 3H4) . (67)
In order to obtain the nonsingular mimetic cosmology with the Friedmann equation (53),
we should choose the coefficients κi and θi such that (66) and (67) coincide with (7) and
(8) respectively. In other words, we should fix κi and σi such that the corrections labeled
by κi and σi, which are originated from the terms L
(1,2)
i and L
(2,2)
i , do not contribute to the
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background equations. Note that they could still affect the linear equations at the level of
perturbations even if we demand they do not affect the background equations.
Looking at (67) we therefore demand
κ1 + 2κ2 + κ4 = 0 , 3σ1 + 9σ2 + 3σ11 + σ13 = 0 , (68)
and from (66) we get
κ1 + 2κ2 + 4κ3 − κ4 − κ5 = 0 , 4κ1 + 8κ2 − 14κ3 + 4κ4 + 5κ5 = 0 ,
κ1 + 2κ2 − 2κ3 − κ4 + κ5 = 0 ,
42σ1 + 6(9σ2 + 6σ3 − 2σ6 − 3σ7)− 9σ8 + 18σ11 + 9σ12 + 4σ13 = 0 ,
2σ1 − 12σ2 + 9σ3 − 2σ6 − 3σ8 − 4σ11 + 2σ12 − 2σ13 = 0 ,
3(4σ2 − 2σ3 − 2σ7 + σ8) + 4σ11 − σ12 + 2σ13 = 0 . (69)
Solving the above equations for κi give
κ2 = −1
2
κ1 , κ3 = κ4 = κ5 = 0 . (70)
Solving for σ13 from (68) and then substituting the result in (69), we can express three
of nine nonzero coefficients σi in terms of the other six ones. Without loss of generality, we
solve for σ11, σ12 and σ13 which give
σ13 =
3
2
(2σ1 + 3σ3 + 2σ6 + 12σ7 − 3σ8) , σ12 = −2σ1 − 3σ3 + 2σ6 + 6σ7 ,
σ11 = −1
2
(4σ1 + 6σ2 + 3σ3 + 2σ6 + 12σ7 − 3σ8) . (71)
Thus, to have a bouncing cosmology with background equations (7) and (8) in model (64),
there are six free parameters σ1, σ2, σ3, σ6, σ7, and σ8 associated to the quartic terms (65)
while there are only one free parameter κ1 for the case of cubic terms (11). This result show
that fixing the background equations to have nonsingular mimetic cosmology with Eq. (53),
makes the space of parameters very restricted for the case of cubic terms. This is indeed the
reason for which the cubic terms cannot make the setup stable. For the case of quartic terms,
however, the space of parameters is larger and we then hope to find a stable solution for the
mimetic nonsingular model. But, as we will show in the next subsection, these terms also
cannot help either.
B.2 Cosmological perturbations and stability analysis: Cubic terms
Let us first consider cubic terms and turn off quartic terms σi = 0 for a while. It is then
straightforward to obtain the second order action for the scalar perturbations for the model
(64) which is given by
S(2) =
1
2
∫
d3k
∫
dt a3
[
(3fχχ − 2)(3R˙k + 2k2ψk)R˙k + 2a−2k2R2k + (fχχ + 8κ1H)k4ψ2k
]
, (72)
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in which we have substituted (70). Moreover, we have used the background equations (7) and
(8) in order to remove λ¯ and H˙ . To be more precise, we must use background equations (66)
and (67). But, these equations reduce to (7) and (8) respectively when σi = 0 and we impose
(70).
In action (72), ψk appears with no time derivative and so we can eliminate it by means of
its equation of motion
ψk = −
(
3fχχ − 2
fχχ + 8κ1H
)
k−2R˙k . (73)
The above relation shows that ψk ∼ R˙k and therefore it does not contribute to the gradient
term R2k after substituting the above solution into the action (72). Note that for the model
(9) in section 2, the solution for ψk given by (26) was proportional to both R˙k and Rk and
therefore it affected both the kinetic term and the gradient term. To be more precise, the
coefficient of Rk in (26) was (κ1 + 2κ2) which we demand to be zero in (70) in order to keep
the background equations unchanged. This is the reason why the cubic term cannot make
the model (4) stable assuming that the background equations remain unchanged.
Substituting ψk into the action (72) we obtain the reduced action in term of curvature
perturbation as follows
S(2) =
∫
d3k
∫
dt a3
[
(1 + 12κ1H)
(
3fχχ − 2
fχχ + 8κ1H
)
R˙2k +
k2
a2
R2k
]
. (74)
In the above action the gradient term appears with the wrong sign. Indeed, it was not affected
by the cubic curvature dependent terms and therefore there is always linear instability for the
model (64) if we consider only cubic terms (11). The kinetic part in (74) is however affected
by these terms such that the ghost instability can be avoided.
B.3 Cosmological perturbations and stability analysis: Quartic
terms
In the previous subsection, we have shown that the cubic terms could remove the ghost
instability in (64) but it cannot cure the gradient term if we demand the background equations
to remain unchanged. Thus, in this subsection, we neglect them (κi = 0) and focus on the
quartic terms (65).
Following the same steps as in the previous subsection, it is straightforward to show that
the second order action for the scalar perturbations in Fourier space will be
S(2) =
1
2
∫
d3k
∫
dt a3
[
(3fχχ − 2)(3R˙k + 2k2ψk)R˙k + 2a−2k2R2k + fχχk4ψ2k
− 2Σ1a−2H k4ψkRk + (Σ2 + Σ3 + Σ4)
(f + 3Hfχ + 3H2fχχ +H2
3fχχ − 2
)
k4ψ2k
]
, (75)
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in which we have used the background equations (7) and (8) in order to eliminate λ¯ and H˙
and also we have defined
Σ1 = 6σ2 − 3σ3 − 2σ6 − 12σ7 + 3σ8 ,
Σ2 = 8σ1 + 30σ2 − 27σ3 − 38σ6 − 156σ7 + 27σ8 ,
Σ3 = 12σ1 + 6σ2 + 3σ3 − 2σ6 + 12σ7 − 3σ8 ,
Σ4 = 20σ1 − 42σ2 + 63σ3 + 70σ6 + 348σ7 − 63σ8 , (76)
In action (75), ψk appears with no time derivative and it can be removed by its equation of
motion
ψk =
(3fχχ − 2)
(
Σ1a
−2HRk − (3fχχ − 2)k−2R˙k
)
(3fχχ − 2)fχχ + (Σ2 + Σ3 + Σ4)(f + 3Hfχ + 3H2fχχ +H2) . (77)
Substituting the above solution into the action (75), we obtain the reduced action in term
of curvature perturbation. Before doing this, let us elaborate more on solution (77) and
compare it with its counterpart (73) where we only considered the cubic terms. In (77), ψk is
proportional to both the curvature perturbation Rk and its time derivative R˙k while it was
only proportional to R˙k in (73). Thus, substituting (77) into the action (75) changes both the
kinetic and gradient terms while (73) cannot affect the gradient term after the substitution
in (72). This is the reason for which the gradient term in (74) was exactly the same as in
standard mimetic scenarios. On the other hand, looking at the numerator of solution (77), we
can see that the quartic terms does not contribute to the term proportional to R˙k. Remember
the model (9) in which in the solution for ψk, given by (26), there was a separate contribution
for R˙k from quadratic terms label by αi. In this respect, the kinetic term gets contribution
only from the ψ2k term in (75) while the gradient term gets contribution not only from ψ
2
k
term but also from Rkψk term in (75). Therefore, we cannot separately control both the
kinetic and gradient terms. However, the setup may provide healthy perturbations for some
functional forms of f(χ). For instance, our analysis show that the setup can provide healthy
perturbations for the case of f(χ) ∼ χ2 while it is sick for some values of wave number k in
the bouncing mimetic model with nonlinear higher derivative function (50). In summary, we
cannot conclude that quartic model (64) with background equations (7) and (8) is stable for
general form of higher derivative function f(χ).
Let us now look at the tensor modes. It is straightforward to show that the second order
action of the tensor perturbations for the model (64) in the absence of the cubic terms κi = 0
is given by
S(2) =
1
4
∑
s=+,×
∫
d3k
∫
dtΘta
3
(
h˙skh˙
s
k − a−2k2c2thskhsk
)
, (78)
where we have defined
Θt = 1 +
Σ3(3f + fχ) + 9Σ5H
2fχχ + 3Σ6H
2
2(3fχχ − 2) , (79)
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with
Σ5 = 8σ1 − 6σ2 − 9σ3 − 14σ6 − 48σ7 + 9σ8 ,
Σ6 = 20σ1 + 30σ2 + 27σ3 + 22(σ6 + 6σ7)− 27σ8 , (80)
and the speed of gravitational waves as
c2t = Θ
−1
t
[
1− 3
2
Σ1
(
f + 3Hfχχ + 3H
2fχχ +H
2
3fχχ − 2
)]
. (81)
Looking at both second order actions for scalar (75) and tensor (78) perturbations, we
see that there are six different combinations of six free parameters defined by Θi in (76) and
(80). Thus, the space of parameters is sufficiently large when we consider the quartic terms
(65) in model (64). For the case of tensor perturbations with the action (78), we can control
both the kinetic and gradient terms and therefore it is possible to have healthy tensor modes.
Therefore, instead of the model (64) defined by the cubic (11) and quartic (65) terms, in
section 3, we have introduced the model (38) with the quintic terms (39) and (40). Indeed,
this model has many more parameters to have healthy scalar and tensor perturbations.
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